
Tropical cyclone track analyzing 
and monitoring in TMD



1.For analyzing cyclone track

Website meteo alarm
http://www.metalarm.tmd.go.th/monitor/typhooon

http://www.metalarm.tmd.go.th/monitor/typhooon


Basis for consensus forecasting

A CONSENSUS POSITION 

track forecast is simply an average of the 
initial and forecast latitudes and longitudes 
of a group of deterministic model tropical 
cyclone tracks at each forecast interval.

Deterministic model track forecast positions 
from the consensus (average) track position 
at each forecast interval.

No prediction of consensus tropical cyclone 
track forecast error



DETERMINISTIC MODEL is a single numerical model 
that is typically the highest horizontal and vertical 
resolution model from a numerical weather 
prediction center.



Numerical weather prediction center.

The Joint Typhoon Warning Center (JTWC)

RSMC Tropical Cyclone

hurricane/archive - Unisys Weather

Tropical Cyclone Information of JMA

NRL Tropical Cyclone Page - Navy.mil

Severe Weather Information Centre



JTWC



http://weather.unisys.com/hurricane/archive/





http://www.nrlmry.navy.mil/tc_pages/tc_h
ome.html



http://severe.worldweather.wmo.int/



JMA





Example Severe Tropical Storm TALAS 



Example Tropical Storm SONCA



2.For monitoring a tropical cyclone 
and active low pressure

For the active low pressures are the same things. 
They usually make damage likely a tropical 
cyclone disaster. However, Thailand does not 
have a system for monitory them.

To mitigate severe impacts, The accuracy of 
tropical cyclone track and active low pressure 
forecasting is very important for risk area 
evaluation that will be affected by the tropical 
cyclone due to evacuation in time can reduce 
both human and property losses. 



When Jal was just a low pressure area, it hit 
Thailand and strengthened into a depression. 
As a result, heavy to very heavy rains battered 
the country causing extensive flooding

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cyclone_Jal#/media/File:Jal_2010_track.png



On 31 October 2010, Tropical 
Depression led to heavy rain and flood 
affecting 12 southern provinces of 
Thailand (133 districts, 874 sub-
districts, 6,197 villages, 609,511 
households and 1,932,405 persons). 
Hat Yai, one of the most famous cities 
in Thailand, had been most affected by
flooding in 2000.

Hat Yai was severely flooded, worse 
than the 2000 flood.

Overview of the 2010: the impact



Weather Radar Imagery, Songkhla 



Weather Radar Imagery, Phuket 



Deep depression

Cyclone JAL
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Hat Yai, Songkhla
In 2010



Some Affect from TD



 





http://thailandwanderer.blogspot.com/2009/12/hatyai-great-flood-in-year-25432000.html



Research

We set system for determine cyclogenesis

Set domain

Set every 3 days forecast and 4 times cycling 
for update.

It’s not best track but for warning



System for determine cyclogenesis
Tracker

The tropical cyclone and active low pressure 
tracker system consists of a python group of 
functions based on the NCEP/EMC method:

- Forecastools.py
- Cyclone.py
- Thaicyclones_op.py

Different combination of variables and detection
criteria were tested
The parameters used by NCEP/EMC are indicated
inside the functions



Determine Cyclogenesis Process

Wave and FNL 0.25 degree from GFS OpenDAP-alt data

Python script 

3 days track forecasting 

Forecastools.py

Cyclone.py

Thaicyclones_op.py

-prmslmsl
-ugrdprs
-vgrdprs
-ugrd10m  
-vgrd10m 

- fetch NOAA 
forecast fields

Update every 6 hours



Domain setup

0 -30 N, 80-150 E



Input Data
Global Forecast System (GFS)

http://nomads.ncep.noaa.gov:9090/dods/gfs_0p25/

http://nomads.ncep.noaa.gov:9090/dods/wave/

http://nomads.ncep.noaa.gov:9090/dods/gfs_0p25/
http://nomads.ncep.noaa.gov:9090/dods/gfs_0p25/


http://www.emc.ncep.noaa.gov/gmb/tpm/emchurr/tcgen/



“HOW THE NCEP TROPICAL CYCLONE 
TRACKER WORKS”





A python program was built to
operationally download NOAA forecast
and find and track cyclones

sw is defined as the size (km) of the sub-grid that runs 
the entire grid/fields searching for cyclones. 

-prmslmsl
-ugrdprs
-vgrdprs
-ugrd10m  
-vgrd10m 

500 km

500 km



Monitor tropical cyclone and active low 
pressure tracker in 3 days forecast



SONCA 25-07-2017 initial 00 UTC



SONCA 25-07-2017 initial 06 UTC



SONCA 25-07-2017 initial 12 UTC



SONCA 25-07-2017 initial 18 UTC



Python script files

Example Python script



Case Study

• 2016-2017 affect to Thailand
- Mirinae (25 -28 July 1026)

- DIANMU (22 -23 August 2016)

- RAI (09 -14 September 2016)

- Active Low (25-30 October2016) 

- Active Low (05-10 January 2017)
- talus(14-17 July 2017) 

- sonca (20-29 July 2017)



1. Tropical storm Mirinae
• 25-28 July 2016



3. Tropical storm RAI
09 -14 September 2016





















4.Active Low
25-30 October2016 











5.Active Low
05-10 January 2017 










